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INTRODUCTION

Ad fraud has pervaded the entire marketing funnel which ultimately affects how an 

organization takes decision based on skewed performance data. Leveraging a data-

focused approach to combat ad fraud, brands and marketers can utilize the budgets 

more effectively and ensure a better ROAS to their campaigns.

The X-axis denotes the ad-fraud, y-axis denotes the sectors

® The month of April witnessed a decline in the overall fraud rate, from 22% dropping 

down to 19.14% for the month in review.

® As the financial year ended in March 2022, fraudulent activities in the BFSI have 

gone down drastically. However, the sector is still above the threshold limit for the 

month.

® A sharp rise can be seen the Edutech sector in terms of fraudulent activities from 

the previous month. As April marks a new term beginning for students in the 

academic institutions, the sector has been spending heavily on user acquisition 

and increasing their DAUs (Daily active users). Such heavy spending gives 
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fraudsters a wide playground to pollute the campaigns with fraudulent data by 

increasing download numbers, set up bot farms to enhance impressions and 

clicks, fake user sign ups among others. 

® Steep decline of fraudulent activities is seen for the crypto industry in the month of 

April. As much as digital becomes the main medium for cryptocurrency 

advertisements, brands are going slow owing to regulatory concerns on 

advertising. In recent development, SEBI has banned endorsing of crypto 

products by celebrities and known figures on account of possible violation of the 

Consumer Protection Act.

®  With the IPL season engulfing the nation, quite expectedly eSports industry has 

seen a rise in fraudulent activities with an increase of close to 2% from the previous 

month. As advertising in the digital realm becomes rampant for the industry, 

majority of the campaigns are infected with click spamming, where a fake app 

could be executing clicks, with or without the user's knowledge and reporting false 

engagement.

® The hospitality industry spends a substantial amount on digital advertising from 

their marketing budgets. With more and more consumers planning holidays and 

vacations in the upcoming quarter (extreme weather conditions, summer breaks, 

family vacation due to closure of academic institutions), the industry is high on 

digital spends. More influx of money on advertising means more opportunity for 

fraudsters to infiltrate the campaigns and eat away the budgets. 

A significant decrease in seen in the 

overall fraud rate for the month of 

A p r i l .  A l t h o u g h  Fa ke  D e v i c e 

downloads still accounts for majority 

of the fraud in campaigns, click 

spamming and non-playstore 

downloads are other prominent 

fraudulent methods through which 

publishers and f raudsters are 

pocketing the marketing budgets. 
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Fraudlent Installations via Fraud Category



In the case of an ad delivery, monetary exchange happens between the publisher and 

advertiser when the ad reaches a specific set of users. The compensation is based on the 

set KPIs; Impression, reach etc. Similarly, in performance campaigns payment occurs 

upon a specific action – install, click, action. In case of an app install fraud, a fraudulent 

affiliate aims to make commission on account of fake app installation through many 

ways. In case of attribution fraud which rose to 3% in April, the affiliate partner can falsely 

claim credit for an organic through click injection or click stuffing. 

Fraud Categories Split Across Sectors, April 2022

Fake apps are being made by fraudsters and cyber-criminals by cloning popular apps 

and re-packaging and distributing these apps on alternative app stores or non-play 

store apps. Such clone apps on other play stores are masqueraded as original ones 

solely with an aim to divert the revenue to them, or to generate in-app purchase 

revenue at the expense of the original application. BFSI accounts for 56% of non 

playstore downloads which is not only hurting the revenue for the brand but affects the 

consumer on a broader level. Tainted brand reputation is an inherent risk to such 

instances as user's device and personal data is compromised.

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/9811071/


Non-playstore downloads also aid fraudsters in their technique for click spamming as 

malicious apps are automatically downloaded on the user's device. The malicious apps 

then constantly monitor broadcast events about app installations and then 

fire/generate series of clicks at the last minute to take credit for an authentic app install. 

Click spamming is highest in the Entertainment, eCommerce and the BFSI sector. 

In case of fake device downloads, fraudsters have a modified firmware which hides the 

actual hardware specification of the device and reports the download to have occurred 

on various other devices with fake specification. Fake device downloads accounts for 

43% of total app downloads across sectors for the month of April 2022, a case rampant in 

the entertainment sector.

How does it affect the ad performance?

® Fraudsters build armies of fake devices, often known as device farms, which then 

download real or fake copies of the original app. More fake app copies they have 

running tantamount to more fake 'real' users, the more ad impressions they can 

generate. 

® To increase ad impressions from an app's existing user base, such apps can then be 

programmed to request ads at a higher price. Such techniques are called mobile 

device 'hijacking' because they hijack legitimate devices and convert them into 

impression-generating machines. 

® Cost per mile can be increased by fraudsters by tricking advertisers into thinking 

their app is advantageous enough as it has high-value users. They do so by 

providing fake data about real users, real data about fake users.

DEVICE SPLIT 
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30%
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About Filterm It

mFilterIt is a new age company that caters to protecting digital integrity across 

platforms.

We believe in the power deep tech and data science to create transformational 

growth in our customers.

Today we work with more than 500 clients across 15 countries in the globe.

mFilterIt provides a variety of innovative and comprehensive IT solutions. We deliver 

quality services in the most efficient way, and our experts will work collaboratively 

with you to customize our offerings to your particular needs. Book a meeting with 

one of our consultants to hear more about how we can assist your operation.
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